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Homework Posted!



  

Interactions of AI
and other fields?



  

Interactions of AI
and other fields?

Philosophy
(rationalism, induction, 
dualism, materialism)

Mathematics
(logic, computation, 

probability)

Economics
(utility, decision theory,

game theory)

Neuroscience
(artificial neural networks,

AI neuroscience)

Psychology
(cognitive science,

behaviorism, shaping)

Computer
Engineering

(programmability,
algorithmic efficiency)

Control Theory
(objective/loss functions,
stable feedback loops)

Linguistics
(natural language processing,

symbolic representation)
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dualism, materialism)
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(logic, computation, 
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(utility, decision theory,
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Neuroscience
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(cognitive science,

behaviorism, shaping)

Computer
Engineering

(programmability,
algorithmic efficiency)

Control Theory
(objective/loss functions,
stable feedback loops)

Linguistics
(natural language processing,

symbolic representation)
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Mechanical Engineering
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Natural Sciences
(astronomy, earth science, genomics)



  

What's an Agent?



  



  
[Beer 2000] [Sims 1994]



  

Vacuum Cleaning Robots!



  



  

Percepts:  

Actions:  

location, content  (e.g. [A, Dirty] or [B, Clean])

left, right, suck, nothing



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?
(with no sensor data)

Left, suck, right, suck

(or: right, suck, left, suck)

always 4 actions



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?
(with sensor data!)

Percepts Action
[A, Clean]
[A, Dirty]
[B, Clean]
[B, Dirty]



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?
(with sensor data!)

Percepts Action
[A, Clean] Right
[A, Dirty] Suck
[B, Clean] Left
[B, Dirty] Suck

1, 2, 3, or 4 actions
(depending on environment)



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?
(with sensor data!)

Percepts Action
[A, Clean] Right
[A, Dirty] Suck
[B, Clean] Left
[B, Dirty] Suck

1, 2, or 3 actions
(depending on environment)



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?
(with sensor data!)



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?

(what if we knew there was exactly 
one dirty square in the environment?)

Now we need to store information
about past environmental states too!



  

What's the shortest program that guarantees success?

(what if we didn't know if each
action would be successful?)

maximize expected utility!



  

Vacuum Cleaning Robot in your Homework...

Percepts:

Actions:



  

Vacuum Cleaning Robot in your Homework...

Programs… ?



  

Types of Agents



  



  



  



  



  

What to consider when designing an agent



  

PPerformance Measure
EEnvironment
AActuators
SSensors



  

Performance Measure
Environment
Actuators
Sensors

often difficult in practice!

perverse instantiation

(“you get what you ask for”)



  

observability?

stochastic?

multi-agent?

episodic?

dynamic?

known dynamics?

Performance Measure
Environment
Actuators
Sensors



  

discrete?

biased?

Performance Measure
Environment
Actuators
Sensors



  

Summary



  

(1) AI interfaces with many other disciplines

(2)  agents perform sensorimotor interactions
with their environments 

(3)  more complex types of agents consider more about
their environment to make more informed decisions

 (but have the cost of learning more!)

(4)  be careful when you design a performance measure
(or decide what environment your agent will live in)
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